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t’s hard enough being a
race officer when there’s
wind . . . let alone when
there’s none. So it was
for principal race officer,
Mark Pryke (below),
at the 9th Royal
Langkawi
International
Regatta, held from
the 11th to the 15th
of January 2011.
Over its nine
years, the regatta
has enjoyed fair
winds, but this
year was different.
Yet the PRO still
managed to get in at least one
race on each of the four days
and all classes completed at
least six races.
There were mixed feelings
amongst the 47 skippers and
crews competing in eight
classes (2010: 26 boats) over
race management, some saying
short, sharp races would have
been better. On occasion, official
boats obscured lines of approach
to marks (because their crews
were mostly volunteers with
little experience) and there was
friction between the committee
boat and crews.
However, an interesting
new development this year
was the addition of a Hobie 16
Class, which saw five newlyarrived, refurbished Hobie 16s
participating. Expectations are
for the fleet to expand next year.
Day 1 Wednesday
12th of January 2011
It was day of mixed fortunes
for the PRO, not

aided by the fact that
the bomoh’s (witch doctor) lines
of communication with the wind
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gods were jammed. Having had
to deal with a delayed start in the
first race and shortened courses
in both the first and second,
Pryke found himself facing the
chairman of the international jury
Bryan Willis, and his panel of
experts that evening.
When the first
windward/leeward
race in Bass Harbour
for the multihulls
finally got underway,
Grenville Fordham’s
Andaman Cabriolet,
Niña, appeared to be
off to a great start
until the whole fleet
of multihulls (including the
Hobie 16s) were given a general
recall. As the restart was about
to commence, Manta-Blu was
well positioned in the middle
of the line only for its skipper
to announce over the radio that
he had lost steerage and was
starting his engine. Racing over
for RLIR Advisory Committee
Chairman and Rear Commodore
YM Tunku Soraya Dakhlah before
it even started!
With the
wind then
deciding to do a
180-degree shift, the windward
mark instead became the
leeward mark and vice versa.
The PRO then opted to shorten
for all but Racing and the Sports
Boats (comprising the one
design class of Platus).
The wind had swung back
again for the start of Race 2 with
the windward mark set at 200
degrees.
In IRC 1, Kuku Ker Chu
approached
the end
of the line
on port,
managing to
slip through
inside the
pin to be
well placed
at the
start. The
Malaysian
Armed
Forces
MAF 1 Platu
tried a similar tactic managing to
somehow avoid a collision whilst
a couple of other Platus

overshot the pin and had
to double back.

Zuhrah (opposite bottom) and the crew of Eveline prepare to overhall Sirius 1935 (below)

Sirius 1935 had a
good start in Ocean
Rover Class even
ahead of Musytari in
Club Cruising. Shortly
thereafter the wind eased
with Eveline and several
others struggling to make
headway before the PRO
decided it was time to
take action by shortening
the course for Racing
and abandoning the races
for the other classes.
This upset Peter Wintle,
owner and skipper of
Koull Baby, who lodged a
protest against the race
committee.
Meanwhile, in Racing,
Jelik 5 led Evolution
Racing under kite down
towards the leeward
mark but, with the wind
shifty, both boats chose
to sail past the mark
before gybing back
towards it during which
Evolution Racing eased
ahead. By this time a
finish boat for the
shortened course
had been put in place and
the course shortened
flag raised. However,
both boats had already
passed beyond this finish
line, so, on approaching
the line, having dropped
their asymmetrics,
they rounded the pin
end to cross from the
right direction. In so
doing, Jelik 5 stalled
slightly which was to
subsequently prove
costly. Meanwhile, with
more warning the rest
of the trailing fleet was
able to head straight for
the line.

Hi Fi lodged protests
against both boats for not sailing
the course, believing that they
should have sailed in front of the
finish boat before crossing the
line. Both Evolution Racing and
Jelik 5 sought redress for late
notice of the shortening.
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in, at least during the hearings,
although not during their
deliberations.

In all cases having
established the protests were
valid, ie. protest procedures
were complied with eg. they
The international jury, chaired were submitted within the
by America’s Cup official, Bryan appropriate time limits or if not,
as in the case of Koull Baby there
Willis, allowed observers to sit

was a reasonable explanation,
etc, the hearings began.

claim for redress was considered
next and, after hearing evidence
from the PRO as well as
In the case of Hi Fi against
representatives from the two
Evolution Racing and Jelik 5
boats, the jury had to determine
the jury dismissed their protest
whether the two boats’ scores
due to existing case history that
in the race had, through no
allowed them to loop the entire
fault of their own, been made
line before finishing from the
significantly worse by an
direction of the last mark.
improper action or omission of
Evolution Racing and Jelik 5’s the race committee. The jury

felt that, in not clearly displaying
the shortened course flag at the
leeward mark that there was an
omission and although believing
they may have made tactical
errors in their approach to the
leeward mark, both boats were
entitled to redress.
The jury then sought
evidence from other boats

whose score’s might be
affected by the granting
of redress. Four of the
participants felt the race
should be resailed, while
EFG Bank Mandrake, which
captured 2nd place on
handicap, ahead of Jelik 5
by just 10 seconds obviously
disagreed.
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Unfortunately, although
the jury had been on the water
earlier, they were not present
to watch the scene unfold, but
reached the conclusion (unfairly
in FH’s opinion) that the two had
overstood the starboard tack lay
line to the mark that would have
taken them on a VMG course
through the finish and
that it would be unfair to
amend the scores and
placings. Although this
made no difference to
Evolution Racing’s 1st
place finish, the lack of
redress for Jelik 5 meant
it missed out for 2nd
place by 10 seconds
to Mandrake, which
probably cost it 3rd place in
the overall series. According to
Evolution Racing’s representative
Richard Hudson, “We would still
have sailed the same course.”
In Koull Baby’s case, it
observed that both an ‘N’ flag
(abandoned) and ‘S
‘flag (shortened) had
been flying and, having
finished the shortened
course, there was no reason for
the race committee to abandon
the race despite it being the only
one to finish, as there was at the
time good wind at the windward
mark. A heated discussion on
the radio between the skipper
and the PRO had ensued.
Ignoring the ‘S’ flag, the jury
ruled that the intention was to
abandon the race for all classes
other than Racing and that this
was reasonable and had been
clearly broadcast. Koull Baby had
not therefore been prejudiced
and redress was denied.
Day 2 Thursday
13th of January 2011
Despite the intended
0930 start, it was 1225 before
the LADA* Race finally got
underway again on a windward
/leeward comprising three laps
for Racing and Sports Boats and
two for the rest on the offshore
coastal racing course .

Evolution Racing started
inauspiciously snaring the
pin boat’s anchor line and
stopping it in its tracks, before
managing to extricate itself. The
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postponement flag (AP) was
raised briefly before the next
start whilst the pin boat was
repositioned with IRC 1 and 2
following some 13 minutes later.
It was a cramped start line
for the Club and Ocean Rover
classes at the pin end where
Sirius 1935 was just able to tack
in time to miss the pin boat.

Thomas’ trimaran, Spirit of
Ireland, 2nd.

while others insisting the sailing
instructions prevail.

The Malaysian Yachting
Association’s (MYA) teams
MYA 2 and MYA 3 shared the
H16 honours for the day, while
Coruisk took honours in both
Club Class races, and Saipin and
Sirius 1935 shared one apiece in
Ocean Rover.

The breeze held for the race
and a victory for Evolution Racing
and 2nd place for Hi Fi saw the
two seasoned campaigners
again topping the leader board
going into the final day.

Jelik 5 and Hi Fi abreast

Although bright and sunny
on the race course, with some
splendid cloud formations, a rain
storm moved in over Kuah town
on Pulau Langkawi sucking the
breeze out of the race course.
A further 180-degree windshift
once again reversed the
marks and the PRO had little
option than to shorten.

Koull Baby again found
itself in front of the jury, having
been protested twice by
Katsu in this race. The first a
port/starboard situation during
the IRC 1 start and the second
when Katsu claimed that Koull
Baby had not exonerated
itself by taking a penalty after
its spinnaker sheet flew and
touched the windward mark!
The jury ruled in Koull Baby’s
favour having established neither
the hull, boom nor sail touched
the mark.

More protests were lodged
over the shortening of the
course in IRC 2 won by Phoenix,
which had not sailed through the
finish, having received news of
the shortened course too late.
Instead a finish time had been
recorded taking an extension of
the finish line. In the end, all the
protests were deemed invalid
and the race results stood.
Day 3 Friday
14th of January 2011
Given the conditions, plans for
the popular round the island race
were shelved the night before.

For once, with no
postponement flag hoisted
ashore, the fleet headed out to
the offshore coastal race area.
It caught most by surprise to
find a six-knot breeze. Some
of the fleet, bits between their
teeth, were keen to get racing
A second race got underway underway at the appointed hour
despite the many stragglers.
at 1530, during which the breeze
Obviously, not everyone has
fortunately held up. Once again,
Racing Class honours were shared the same size engine, with the
beween Hi Fi and Evolution Racing Sports Boats and Hobie 16s
particularly disadvantaged.
as they were in IRC 1 between
Katsu and Koull Baby.
A postponement was
inevitable when the pin boat
Having been dismasted
drifted during start
during the final day last year,
procedures and the
Mike Van Zyl’s 24-foot, Jandi,
AP flag was raised,
captured top honours in IRC 2
buying more time for
with Phoenix taking Race 3.
the stragglers. Hi Fi’s Neil Pryde
The Thai entry, Mitrmitree,
was not amused!
won the Platus Race 2 while
Grumbling continued
Team ViewPoint took Race 3.
long after the race with many
Niña took the honours in
believing more time should have
both Multihull races with Friob
been granted before the start,

The Beijing Sailing Center
has stretched its wings
this year by acquiring the
J/130 yacht, Jing Jing
(ex-Jigonda), and sailing
the Southeast Asian circuit.
Skipper and crew were
finally rewarded with a
bullet in IRC 1. Phoenix,
Mitrmitree, Niña, Rusalka
and Saipin all won their
respective classes.
The late arrival of the Hobie
16s resulted in a separate start
with MYA 2 taking the honours.
A further wait followed until
eventually the PRO chose to
return to Bass Harbour in search
of more breeze. There was
none . . . and racing was finally
abandoned for the day.
Day 4 Saturday
15th of January 2011
FH joined Eveline ,
celebrating its centennial, for
the Tourism of Malaysia Race.
Considered by some a party
boat, Eveline came into its
own once the wind gods finally
decided to co-operate.
A variety of geometric
courses were set for the
different classes and it was an
exhilarating start for Eveline in
the Ocean Rover Class. In an
excellent position for the gun,
skipper Trevor Richards held
his course while Simon Morris
helming Sirius 1935 attempted
to come-up and force the gaffrigged cutter (built in Shanghai)
over the line, but to no avail.
Instead of heading inshore,
Eveline tacked shortly after the
start to make the mark with
just one further tack.
Meanwhile Sirius 1935
was seen to be having fun
and games with its kite . . .
An overly ambitious course
for the Sports Boats saw their
race shortened.
A second race was held in a
strengthening — continued on page 88

Continued from page 42 — breeze hitting 10 knots. A number of boats

in their different starts were caught OCS including two Platus and
a Hobie 16. Two races were enough for Club Cruising and Ocean
Rover and Eveline headed off to anchor at a nearby beach for a late
lunch while the other classes managed a third race.
Meanwhile the competition remained stiff in all classes.
Katsu did enough in IRC 1 to relegate both Kers — Koull Baby
(ex-Jaywalker) and Kuku Ker Chu — to 2nd and 3rd respectively.
Phoenix, with six bullets and one 2nd place convincingly took IRC 2
over Cabaret 6 and Skybird . Team ViewPoint held off the challenge
of Mitrmitree and Singapore Management University (SMU) in the
Platus with SMU also taking the Under 25 Platu title. Niña, with
seven bullets out of seven, comfortably took Multihull while MYA
2 led the Kedah Sailing Association KSA 1 in Hobie 16s. Charles
Hay’s Smystery beat Rusalka by just one point in Club Class.
Despite bringing up the rear, Eveline and its seasoned crew had
done enough to earn two bullets. It was too little too late for the
series although added a degree of respectability to its 4th-placed
score behind Sirius 1935, My Toy and series winner Saipin.
A special Tunku Abdullah Sportsmanship award for the regatta,
in memory of the founding chairman and first commodore of the
RLYC, was presented not to a sailor but to DSP Tharamadural
and his team from the Royal Malaysian Marine Police for their
sportsmanship and support of the regatta beyond the call of duty.
Once again competition could not have been closer in Racing
with Hi Fi going into the final day just two points behind Evolution
Racing. After an incident at the start of Race 6 between Hi Fi and
Evolution Racing resulted in the latter making two penalty turns, Hi
Fi narrowed the gap to one point but Evolution Racing widened it
back to two after Race 7. With Hi Fi again taking the final race and
Evolution Racing placing 2nd, the series title and Prime Minister’s
Challenge Trophy
belonged for the
sixth consecutive
year to Ray Roberts
and crew.
As always it
was a memorable
awards and closing
celebration with
splendid hospitality
extended by the
Malaysian hosts.
For a relieved
regatta director,
Ahmed Zailini
Bashah, and PRO
Mark Pryke, the
final day’s racing
saved the event
and will encourage
old and new to
return next year
in what should
be monumental
celebrations
for the 10th
Royal Langkawi
International
Regatta.
* LADA Langkawi
Development Authority
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